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Copyright Transfer Agreement

Title of Paper: _____________________________________________________________________________

Authors: __________________________________________________________________________________

Corresponding author’s name: ___________________________Email:______________________________

The undersigned author hereby assigns to IAP, International Academy Publishing (hereinafter, “the Publisher”)
copyright ownership in the above cited manuscript (hereinafter, “the Work”). And it becomes effective if and
when the paper is accepted for publication. The copyright transfer covers the sole right to reproduce and distribute
the article, including reprints, translations, photographic reproductions, microform, electronic form (offline, online)
or any other reproductions of similar nature.

If the Work was done as a work made for hire in the course of employment, the Work in owned by the
company/employer which must sign this Agreement in the space provided below. In such case, the Publisher
hereby licenses back to such employer the right to use the Work internally or for promotional purpose only.

Whenever the Publisher is approached by a third party for individual permission to use, reprint, or republish
specified articles, the Publisher will make a decision without permission from the undersigned author or
employer.

Author/Employer retains the following rights:
 Proprietary rights other than copyright, including patent rights
 The right to use, after publication, all or part of the Work in a book by the author, or a collection of the

author’s work.
 The right to make copies of the Work for internal distribution within the institution which employs the

author.
 The right to use figures and tables of the Work, and up to 250 words of text, for any purpose.
 The right to make oral presentations of material from the Work.
 The right to publish an extended, updated or rewritten version in another periodical.

By signing this Agreement, the authors warrant that 1) the Work is original and has not previously been published
elsewhere; 2) the Work does not infringe on any copyright or other rights in any other work; 3) all necessary
reproduction permissions, licenses, and clearances have been obtained; and 4) the authors own the copyright in the
Work, are authorized to transfer it, and have full power to enter into this Agreement with IAP.

Authorized Signature: Date:

____________________________________________________________________

Authorized Employer Signature: Employer’s Name:

____________________________________________________________________


